SHAIMA MOHAMMED
073 484 9088
072 907 2919
shaimase2020@gmail.com

March 3, 2021
Migrationsverket, and All Relevant Parties

RE: FLIGHT FOR FREEDOM
Greetings,
I thank you for the quick response to address questions I had with Migrationsverket
and the unique cause for concern it presents.
As I stated before, it was quite alarming to discover that an important signed
document was not provided with the first file delivery. The signed record showing
your acquisition of my valid Travel Document(s) was NOT INCLUDED in the initial
share of my entire file on record.

A- Migrationsverket agrees that I have been on a GOOD STANDING with
Sweden and Migrationsverket since the start of my asylum application,
until my voluntary withdrawal of the case.
B- Migrationsverket agrees that I have NOT committed any criminal
offence during my stay in Sweden and that I do NOT violate any
international laws.
C- Migrationsverket agrees that I have submitted my valid travel
document 12-06-2018 , which then has expired 01-03-2020 in the
possession of Migrationsverket.
None of the above facts were contested by Migrationsverket, so I accept the
non-response and verbal confirmation as documented evidence of this fact.

Whereas, I, Shaima Mohammed:

-

Under the direction of Migrationsverket, presented valid Travel
Documentation to begin the asylum process,

-

Attended every requested interview and meeting for the 3 years that my case
was active with Migrationsverket,

-

Attained employment, an apartment, took Swedish language courses to learn
more about the culture and continue to contribute to the Artistic & Creative
Community,

-

Have remained in GOOD STANDING with Migrationsverket for the 3 years
that my case was active with Migrationsverket,

-

Requested to withdraw from the asylum process, with details, in writing on
February 8, 2021,

-

After a formal request to withdraw my case, and without any status updates
for 3 years, was recently notified that I was unvoluntarily added to an appeal
on a withdrawn case based on an “interpretation” of my request to have my
unique case presented the Board,

-

Have become Stateless by definition, under the guidance of Migrationsverket
and the asylum process,

-

Have received no denial, contest or objects, of my documented claims
showing the guidance and system of Migrationsverket is sole cause of my
current Stateless status.

-

Having learned that the current unit of Migrationsverket is not the only “unit”
with decision-making powers on my case, requested a meeting with the
Board of Migrationsverket to discuss my “unique” situation,

-

Having learned from Migrationsverket, off-the-record, that there are no cases
like mine, formally requested to be presented with a case used as a reference,
to render judgement for request of a temporary Travel Document from
Migrationsverket,

-

Have no intention to break any international treaty or laws, and are aware of
which countries are valid within my request for a temporary Travel
Document,

-

Have knowledge of the 1951 Convention travel document or Geneva
passport of which both Costa Rica & Sweden are listed as participants,

-

Based on hours of Internal Law & Migration research, have requested a
temporary Travel Document per “Convention relation to the Status of
Stateless Persons” (See Articles: 1,7,8,31, 32, 34),

-

Knowing that under unique circumstances such as mine, Sweden has the
mandated power to create and issue me a temporary travel document from
Sweden to Costa Rica based on the 1951 Convention travel document or
Geneva passport,

I formally request that Migrationsverket escalate the status of my request for review
to the necessary units, agents and agencies who are mandated to address this
matter.
As I seek to depart Sweden on my Flight For Freedom on or by March 15, 2021, I
have cc’d several international agencies, in addition to the current “unit” at
Migrationsverket.
Historically speaking, the temporary Travel Document I request was an update to
International Law greatly based on the success and need of the “Nansen Passport.”
Sweden has treated me well and allowed me to regain the mental and physical
strength to complete my FLIGHT FOR FREEDOM.
My Unique Case cycling within your system must end.
I have been a slave to humans,
I will not become a slave to a bureaucratic system.
WE ALL MAKE MISTAKES.
This is a good moment for us to show that we have learned. we must take
advantage of this opportunity to make sure that what has happened to me, will never
happen to anyone else who follows the guidance of Migrationsverket.
I appreciate a quick and favorable resolve on this matter,
Thank you for handling this matter with urgent consideration.

Shaima Mohammed
shaimase2020@gmail.com

